[Generalized anxiety disorder in primary care. Patterns of healthcare utilization in Germany].
Generalized Anxiety Disorder (GAD) has been described in community studies as a frequent and costly high utilizer group in the primary care sector. Administrative data supporting this observation are lacking so far. This paper reports utilization and prescription data of a nationally representative sample of over 900 primary care physicians, over 75 million prescriptions and 12-month utilization and prescription patterns of n = 3,340 GAD patients.These are compared to a matched control group without GAD, and without any anxiety or depressive disorder (n = 3,340). GAD patients in comparison to the matched controls revealed: (1) 2-fold increased primary care, (2) almost 3-fold specialist referrals, (3) almost 2-fold increased overall prescription rates, and (4) 3.5-fold increased sick certificates. However, only 58.3% of GAD patients were treated with any psychotropic medication. The data of this administrative-epidemiological cohort study support strongly the view that GAD ranks among the most costly high utilizer patient group in primary care in Germany. However, they are rarely treated according to evidence-based guidelines. The paper discusses these findings by suggesting that comorbid conditions might be a barrier for primary care physicians to initiate existing, more appropriate state of the art treatments.